
 

OUTLINE AND THE ESSAY ‘BRIGHT MINDS, BIG CITIES’ 

 

 

Introduction 

A. ’No pain, no gain’: Personal growth is triggered by obstacles & difficulties. 

<Hook> 

B. A person who is trying to expand the boundaries of his/her knowledge and 

experience should seek challenging environments. <General Comment> 

C. Living in a big city is a better choice than in small cities because it provides the 

obstacles to face and grow as a better human being. <Thesis Statement> 

 

Development 

A. Big cities provide challenges related to overpopulation and therefore will 

encourage tolerance, patience and planning skills. <Topic Sentence> 

Public places and spaces are crowded; you have to wait in line for almost 

everything; a lot of time is wasted in commuting; there may be water & electricity 

supply problems< Facts & examples> 

B. Big cities provide challenges related to work and career issues and therefore will 

encourage self-confidence, formal education and long-term planning. <Topic 

Sentence> 

There is a great variety of working positions available, but the competition is 

fierce; many career opportunities may appear, sometimes too many. <Facts & 

examples> 

C. Big cities provide challenges related to life style and therefore will raise 

awareness of social inequalities and encourage the resolution of complex 

multifaceted problems. <Topic Sentence> 

The contrast between rich and poor people and neighborhoods is always shocking; 

for all goods and commodities, there is a wide range of choices but only if you 

have a lot of money to spend; every life style decision must take into account 

security issues. <Facts & examples> 

 

Conclusion 

A. Living in a big city is a challenge worth facing because issues like overpopulation, 

the variety of work and career opportunities and the wide choices in terms of 

lifestyle encourage personal growth in an effective and systematic way. <Thesis 

Restatement> 

B.   

C. At the end, one should be allowed to live his life unchallenged. <Final Statement> 

 

 

  



BRIGHT MINDS, BIG CITIES 

 

“No pain, no gain” – this modern American motto is, according to David B. Morris, “a mini-

narrative which compresses the story of a protagonist who understands that the road to 

achievement runs only through hardship” (Morris, 2005, p.14). Most people will agree that 

personal growth is triggered by obstacles and difficulties. When one is trying to expand his 

boundaries and achieve excellence in any field of expertise, he should seek challenging 

environments. Living in a big city is a better choice than in small cities because it provides a 

broad range of obstacles, which may be exactly what we need to unfold our talents and 

strengths, and grow as a better human being. Despite all harshness, overpopulation may 

stimulate tolerance and enhance our ability to make plans; career difficulties may refine our 

tenacity and enrich our decision-making process; lifestyle-related stress may improve our 

ethical reasoning and our capacity to relate to others. 

It is well known that big cities provide a great number of challenges due to overpopulation. 

Most of the time, not only shopping malls and theaters, but also streets, sidewalks and parks 

are bound to be crowded; embarrassing situations like bumping into people are common. For 

the big city dweller trying to buy bread, board a bus or ask for information, waiting in line is 

par for the course. Given the number of vehicles in use for leisure as well as for business, 

commuting always means lost time; traffic accidents are frequent. Even when we get home 

and want to shut all the collective troubles out the door, water or energy shortages may be 

waiting to greet us due to seasonality of consumption or to (very necessary) repair work. 

Therefore, it is only fair to say that living in a big city poses challenges that will both 

encourage attitudes of tolerance and patience and improve planning skills. 

Aside from overpopulation, big cities give rise to career-related challenges. Many people 

come to a metropolis looking for work opportunities. And that is usually a good move because 

the concentration of manufacturers, dealers and service providers turns the big city into a sea 

of opportunity, with job postings continuously popping up. By the same token, competition 

for the best positions is usually fierce and higher education can make all the difference. 

Conversely, the variety of lines of work and the range of salaries and benefits may dazzle the 

candidate, making it hard for him to decide what’s in his best interest. We could say, then, 

that living in a big city provides experiences that will encourage self-confidence and tenacity, 

objectively value formal education and sharpen our decision-making skills. 

Moreover, living in a big city may be very challenging in terms of lifestyle. When choosing a 

place to live, for example, although the array of available options is always impressive, every 

decision must take into account a number of security issues regarding vicinity, access by foot, 

car and public transportation, law enforcement and security equipment. Similar reasoning 

applies to all kinds of goods and commodities: there is a wide spectrum of choices but only if 

you are willing and able to pay the price. On the other hand, in a big city, wealth and poverty 

are usually very close, at least geographically. The contrast between them is striking and poses 

ethical as well as practical questions that will raise awareness of social inequality and impose 

on us many complex and serious problems. 

In summary, living in a big city is a challenge worth facing because issues like overpopulation, 

the variety of jobs and career opportunities and the many lifestyle options encourage personal 

growth in an effective and systematic way. If personal growth is triggered by obstacles and 

difficulties, then metropolitan areas must be the best place to be during one’s formative years. 

Once this hard work of growing up is done, however, it may be time to relax and start thinking 

about the perfect place to live one’s life unchallenged. 
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